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Simulations & disk 
formation
Major challenge for numerical simulation: obtaining 
realistic spiral galaxies.

ΛCDM universe, formation and evolution of galactic disks: 
mass accretion, mergers, SF and SN feedback that 
regulates it.

Semianalytical models: assumed a close relation between 
the properties of the dark halo and the galaxy

Key factor/s determining the developing of realistic 
disks: stellar median age? Gas content? Mechanism for gas 
accretion?

Angular momentum distribution of the galaxy: gas 
outflows, accretions.

Mass accretion, mergers, star formation regulation 
through energetic feedback: interconected rol in the 
galaxy evolution.



  

Numerical Experiments

 Cosmology:  ΛCDM ΩΛ=0.7, Ωm=0.3, Ωb=0.04,  σ8=0.9 and 

H0= 100 h km s
-1 Mpc-1, h=0.7.

 Simulation Box: 10 Mpc h-1 ; 2 x 2303 part. 

 Part. mass:  DM = 5.93 x106 h-1 M⊙ and 9.12x105 h-1M⊙  

for the gas.
 GADGET-3 (Springel 2005). Our model: metallicity 

dependent radiative cooling; stocastic SF; chemical 
metal enrichment; multiphase model for the ISM; SN 
feedback (Scannapieco et al. 2005, 2006).

 Galaxy catalog: FoF + SUBFIND (Springel et al. 2001)
 Merger tree: follow the progenitor branch (De Rossi 

et al.2010).



  

Numerical Experiments

 Fenix suite of simulations 
(part of the SouthCross 
Project)

 SimA & SimM: same initial 
conditions, slight 
variation of star forming 
and SN feedback parameters

 SiM higher density 
treshold  for SF and 
deliver less energy per 
SN.



  

Galaxies 
properties

 Dynamical decomposition: 
disk ε= ji/jmax,> 0.5, and 
spheroid (bulge,stellar 
halo)

 Disk: inside–out formation

 Bulge & Halo: old stars

 SFR: B & H peak at high z 
(8-12 Gy); Disk: continue 
till z=0. 



  

Galaxies 
properties

 Galactic radius: RHM, 
Rbar, 0.1Rvir.

 Pseudo-bulges: sersic 
index < 2

 Stellar mass:lower mass 
end overpredicted, 
feedback too efficient 
for shalow potentials

 Bulge & Halo ages, corr 
with D/B



  

Comparison with 
Observations

 Reyes et al. (2011,2012), 
sample of 189 gal from 
galaxy radius, SDSS SDR7.

 Velocity distribution: 
massive end flatter than 
the observed. Feedback 
too efficient.



  

Angular Momentum

 Angular momentum 
content: jd vs md

 Disk component: 
correlation closed 
to jd = md.

 Includiying the 
spheroidal 
component, falls 
below  jd = md.



  

Formation and survival 
of Disks:

 Variety of D/B fractions
 Dynamic process: disk 

destroyed and re-built
 D/B z=0,1,2: Disk in 

place at z=1
 Higher D/B when 50% 
at place at higher z
 Mergers?



  

Evolution with Redshift: 
mergers 

 Change in the disk 
fraction:relative mass, 
angular momentum 
orientation

 Alignment of the 
infalling structure 
correlates with the 
growth of the disk

 More massive mergers, 

stronger variations



  

Evolution with Redshift: 
mergers

 zlast_merg=1.37 (D/B>0.5) and  
zlast_merg=0.86 (D/B<0.5)

 Assembly process: 
zlast_merg,relative 
orientation,relative masses 

 Disc re-growth: appreciable 
cooling flows

 Gas accreted: D/B slight 
correlation with accretion 
after the zfd50.



  

Conclusions

The presence of an old halo and bulge component is 
correlated with higher disk fractions at z=0.

Evolution of the most massive objects: final galactic 
disk is the result of a complex interplay between 
different factors such as the z of the last merger, the 
relative orientation of the angular momenta, the relative 
masses intervening in the merger episode, the amount of 
gas available for star formation.

A merger episode at low redshifts may greatly perturbed 
the existent disk if the merger is massive or the angular 
momemtum is misaligned. On the other hand if there is a 
substantial gas acreation at lower redshift may help in 
the ability of rebuilding the disk
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